Belfast Children’s Festival 2015
Report

‘I thought it was absolutely astounding. The most creative
piece I have ever witnessed! It really opened my mind to
new things.’
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Introduction
The 2015 festival was planned and staged in a changing and unstable landscape
for arts in Northern Ireland. While across Europe, its partners and artists are seeing a
resurgence of public support for arts activity as a catalyst for social cohesion and
regeneration, in Northern Ireland, the year was marked by still further erosion of the
small levels of existing resource. Halfway through the year, an in-year cut was
applied while in January, as the festival was about to launch, it was announced that
the following years would see further cuts to the arts budget of at least 10%.
Sustaining any festival is challenging in these circumstances. Sustaining an
international festival on a remote island at the edge of Western Europe for an
audience with no income, no independence and in many cases no words or ability
to make independent decisions, is a greater challenge.
It is therefore with pleasure that Young at Art can report that the festival
experienced a level of profound success in its role as an international platform for
artists from Northern Ireland and in its purpose to enable children from all
backgrounds in Northern Ireland to experience international standard arts that is
both relevant and inspirational. Multi-award-winning artists and authors rubbed
shoulders with new and emerging artists. Parallel industry discussions around
international and regional cooperation, best practice, access to the arts and
supporting future artists wove through hugely popular and accessible events
programmes for schools, nurseries, playgroups and families. Extended programmes
working with children, teachers and playgroup leaders resulted in real access and
change to how children engaged with events. Of greatest importance, children
wanted to be there and wanted to come back and do it again.
From projects which expressed key issues affecting children such as food and
cultural poverty and the ability to express opinion and tell stories, to events of
significant aspiration and jaw-dropping skill, the festival delivered. It wowed, it
awed, it inspired, it excited, it enabled. And, it will continue to do so.

Ali FitzGibbon
Director

“The children absolutely loved it (as did the adults) to
such an extent that the following weekend they were
asking "Are we going to the Theatre today?" When we
asked the boys what was their favourite part the eldest, 4
year old, said "All of it" What a better endorsement could
you have.”
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Vision, Mission & Aims
The vision for the Belfast Children’s Festival is to underpin the core vision of its parent
organisation, Young at Art:
For the arts to be central to how our children and young people grow as part of the
wider society
and to support its mission:
To bring artistic brilliance and adventure to children today and inspire creativity and
curiosity for their future
It delivers these through its aims, which in turn are expressed through a series of
objectives and actions. Young at Art’s aims for 2011 - 2015 are:
•
•
•
•

To provide an annual programme of excellent arts activities and events for
children and young people in Northern Ireland
To place children and young people at the heart of the organisation’s
experiences
To champion the development of the arts for children and young people for
the future
To provide sustainable management that is fit for purpose

By March 2015, Young at Art had completed a strategic review process which would
inform its work from 2015-2018. This influenced the final festival but was not
operational by the time of the festival.
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Background & Context
Young at Art is a not-for-profit arts charity set up initially to plan and run the annual
Belfast Children’s Festival. Since 1998 over 500,000 children and adults have
attended or participated in a Young at Art activity in Northern Ireland. It is
dedicated to making the arts central to how our children and young people grow
as part of the wider society. Between each festival, Young at Art works year round to
plan the festival programme, develops projects with artists, children and other
organizations, works with schools and communities on education programmes and
raises funds to put on activities that are accessible and affordable to all. 2015 saw
the 17th festival, running for eight days with a programme including theatre, dance,
music and visual arts, with activities curated for newborns up to early teens.
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Festival Summary
Over eight days in March 2015, the festival:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mounted 152 events
Used 8 venues throughout the city
Was attended by 10,380 children and adults
Involved 127 local and international artists and performers & 90 staff and
volunteers.
Included participation by 30 schools with discounted tickets, resources and
teacher training.
Visited 24 playgroups and youth centres in areas with a low participation in
the arts offering a discounted community ticketing scheme.

This built on Young at Art’s year-round dedicated outreach and education
programme, engaging with schools and groups from areas of high deprivation.
Attendance had been planned to exceed 15,000 however, the in-year cuts
prevented some larger scale outdoor/public events and free drop-in programmes
from taking place. Actual attendance exceeded projections for all the events that
took place.
97% of festival attendees were from NI, with 75% of the audience coming from the
Belfast and Greater Belfast area. 13% of festival bookers came from areas in NI
classed as ‘high deprivation’. See Appendices for breakdown.

“The production exceeded my expectations in that it
challenged the minds of children in simple but important
way. It did tons while also being extremely entertaining
and fun”
Audience feedback was extremely positive:
• 85% of adults said their festival experience positively met or exceeded their
expectations
• 100% of the children and young people in the survey rated the festival 9 or 10
marks out of 10.
• 100% of the children and young people in the survey said they would like to
attend festival events again.
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Festival Highlights

International Programme
Highlights of this year’s international programme included the NI premiere of
Constellations, a stunning dance piece choreographed by award-winning Enrique
Cabrera, performed by world-renowned Spanish dance troupe Aracaladanza and
inspired by the art of Joan Miro; the return of De Stilte, the dance company from the
Netherlands who wowed audiences in 2013; the English language premiere of
Onirica Mecanica's Fragile from Spain, a unique theatre piece that had audiences
spell-bound, as robots came to life in the most human ways; and the UK premiere of
Belgian theatre company Laika’s Narrow, mixing slapstick comedy for the kids with a
bittersweet look at the challenges of moving in with a partner for the first time for the
adults.
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‘I thought it was absolutely astounding. The most creative
piece I have ever witnessed! It really opened my mind to
new things.’
NI Showcase

On the home front, Theatre for Young Audiences NI (TYA NI) presented their annual
showcase for a plethora of international delegates. Highlights included a double-bill
of early years shows for 0-4 years TiNY and WiggleGiggle presented by Replay
Theatre Company and two world premieres; one from Young at Art's associate artist
Mary Frances Doherty called Katie's Birthday Party, directed by Loose Canon
Theatre Company Director Jason Byrne, and a promenade theatre production The
Gift by popular Belfast company Cahoots NI in their dedicated popup space in
CastleCourt shopping centre.

‘Mind blowing, technically amazing, immersive.’
Office of Important Art
The Office of Important Art returned for the second year, offering a hub of free
activities that ran daily throughout festival, also housed in the CastleCourt Shopping
Centre. Events including Citizen of the World, Now - a free exhibition of panels by 18
European artists containing the rights inspired by UN Convention of the Rights of the
Child, Book Clinics with Children's Books Ireland and a dance presentation by
international company De Stilte who also presented 5 performances of the
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immersive dance performance of Flying Cow for 3-5 year olds in the MAC during the
2015 festival.
Young at Art also hosted a joint event in the space with Family-Friendly Belfast and
the Belfast Food Network on food and cultural poverty in Northern Ireland. Titled
Food for Thought, the two free community dinners were attended by a range of
families as well as MLAs, councilors, outgoing Lord Mayor Nicola Mallon, the new NI
Commissioner for Children and Young People Koulla Yiassouma, representatives
from OFMDFM, Save the Children, food banks, community organisations and many
others.

‘Little George told his Daddy he wants to be a dancer
when he grows up.’
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Partnerships & Programming
Throughout the festival, Young at Art presented a range of workshops and
interactive activities as well as special events, many building on pre-existing
relationships with venues and organisations across the city, in addition to new
ventures and partnerships.
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Visual Arts Programme
Young at Art continued to
encourage families to attend
visual art events through
collaborative programming with
the Golden Thread Gallery,
sharing events and crosspromoting them. The festival
programmed Happy Glimmer by
French artist Flop, a fascinating
installation of optical illusions
made from magical mechanics.
This was complimented by the
Golden Thread’s Meat Clunk,
featuring exhibits by local artists
using recycled materials to
create interactive artworks for
children to engage with and
explore the relationship between
humans, machinery and
creativity.

‘Absolutely brilliant
and insightful and I
could go on and on. I
love theatre that
speaks to the soul.
Thank you!’
Festival in a Day
Celebrating a relationship between Young at Art and the Belfast Waterfront going
back over a decade, Festival in a Day offered a whole festival’s worth of activities all
under one roof, including the Baby Rave, live music, free workshops, masterclasses
and author readings.

Industry Events
Young at Art again offered a series of events primarily aimed at professional arts
practitioners in youth, education and research.
These included:
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NI Showcase - presenting five international standard productions and one Irish
production from Northern Ireland to audiences of both public and programmers,
resulting in cultural export. This was jointly promoted by the partners and by the
international and national networks of which Young at Art is a part – ASSITEJ (the
International Association of Theatre for Young Audiences); TYA UK (the UK Centre of
ASSITEJ) and TYA Ireland (The Irish Centre of ASSITEJ). It also featured a talk by
Director of Imaginate Tony Reekie on “Future-proofing the Sector”.
North/South & East/West - Formal hosting of two official meetings by TYA UK and TYA
Ireland in the preparation of a joint UK/Ireland World Festival in Birmingham 2016.
The Book Thing – a special one-day collaboration with the Seamus Heaney Centre
and providing a background to the launch of a new NI-wide creative writing
project. This drew panelists and speakers from across the island including awardwinning and celebrated writers Roddy Doyle, Sheena Wilkinson, Glenn Patterson,
Garrett Carr and Louise O’Neill as well as speakers from 4 universities.
Early Years and the Arts - a strand of the programme with special family events and
a one-day event, attended by policy makers and practitioners drawn from a
number of universities and specialist organisations from Ireland, Northern Ireland,
Scotland and England. This was heavily promoted across academic networks and
the early years sector in the UK and Ireland and drew the attention of divisional
heads in Dept of Education, Health and OFMDFM.
Art & Technology – a special tour presented in partnership with Ulster Festival of Art &
Design (University of Ulster) that took participants through a range of work both
gallery-based and performative examining how artists engage with technology as
both subject and medium.
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Artists Mentoring
Young at Art continued to work on the future of arts provision in NI and the support
of individual artists. It supported three ACES-funded TYA Artists - two (Dan Leith and
Cat Barter) were mentored by Replay Theatre Company and one (Stephen Beggs)
by Young at Art - to engage with the NI Showcase and other industry elements,
inviting them to social networking events and providing them with complimentary
tickets. In addition, it secured support from ACNI in December 2014 to issue a
callout for emerging artists. Three artists in performing arts with disciplines in theatre,
music and dance were selected for Exchange 2015 and received a briefing with the
3 TYANI partners, a guided itinerary throughout the festival mentored by 3
international producers/programmers and following the festival, a guided itinerary to
the ASSITEJ International Gathering in Berlin.
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Education & Engagement
Education Programme
Despite a lack of dedicated core funding, Young at Art has maintained an
education and access programme over many years, engaging directly with
communities and families through playgroups, schools and youth clubs, as well as
engaging in larger community-based projects.
It delivered two education programmes supporting a total of 30 schools/nursery
groups, with a dedicated Education Officer building on a series of previous pilots.

General Festival Education Programme
Young at Art offered an
education support scheme
tailored to support schools and
to develop teacher skills in
critical appraisal of
performance and engaging
with children through drama.
This included:
•

Group discounting
(significant given the
already low costs)

•

CPD Training for teachers

•

Dedicated
schools/community groups
pre-booking service

•

Teacher Resources

•

Prop boxes for creative play
(this was a methodology
developed by Young at Art
in 2012-13 for children under
7 years to explore postperformance appraisal)

12 schools received support through this programme without which all said they
would not have been able to attend.

Creative Child
Supporting the ongoing work with nurseries and schools in areas experiencing high
levels of multiple deprivation, Young at Art delivered a year-long programme
structured around the benefits of a visit to the festival in 18 nurseries, playgroups and
schools (12 pre-school and 6 primary) in North Belfast and Shankill/Woodvale areas.
Children benefited from dedicated pre- and post- event workshops with professional
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and specially trained artists. Teachers and leaders were provided with specialist
training, accredited through Stranmillis University College. The Creative Child project
builds on 3 years of testing methods in partnership with nursery and primary schools
and explores how children can be supported to articulate thoughts and opinions
and how the environment around them can be enhanced to increase creativity in
their lives and its benefits.

Community Engagement
Young at Art continues to develop audiences, particularly in areas of high
deprivation, and in recent years has witnessed a growing diversity of the festival’s
audiences. This year Young at Art visited 24 playgroups and youth centres in areas
with low participation in the arts through specially devised parent information
sessions and discounted ticking schemes. Festival audiences continue to evolve
reflecting a broader demographic increase in the attendance from areas of higher
deprivation and low arts participation. In 2015, 13% of festival bookers came from
the top 10 most deprived ward areas in Northern Ireland. This was a lower % than the
2014 festival (25%) however, this is mainly due to the effect of the in-year cuts on free
programs, accessibility projects which had to be cut from the planned programme.

Audiences with Special Needs
The festival has always catered for children and young people with differing needs.
Central to this provision is the intention that as many events across its programme
should be welcoming, supportive and accessible to as broad a range of needs as
possible.
In 2015, the organisation grew its provision of ‘relaxed’ performances of key shows, a
method used to support those with special behavioural needs such as those on the
autistic spectrum. This year, the Grand Opera House became involved for the first
time. There were three relaxed performances showing in the MAC for schools & the
public, Flying Cow & Wiggle Giggle and at the Grand Opera House, a special
performance of Happy Glimmer. The venues were excellent and willing partners in
this project.
Box office and Education staff drew up internal briefing notes on events to support
enquiries from teachers and parents on appropriate programme events while the
artistic programming of the festival considered not only physical access but also
content and approach of individual artists, workshops and performances to ensure
a broad range of diverse needs could be met.
In addition to relaxed performances, the staff team also explored introducing
accessibility notes on its programme for parents and families to better inform their
choices and support their needs. A special production The Gift by Cahoots NI was
designed specifically with the needs of children with visual impairment in mind.
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Objectives, Actions & Evaluation
During 2014, Young at Art devised an event plan for the 2015 festival which aligned it
to its company strategy and identified specific targets. The table below measures
the relative achievement of these targets and charts the evidence base on which
evaluation has been achieved. Overall, the festival was deemed successful in a
range of key areas – artistic quality, strategic impact, visitor attractiveness/customer
care, audience experience.
Objective
To present
annual
international arts
festival as NI’s
flagship
children’s cultural
event

Action
• Curate an
international
festival
programme
• Provide annual
showcase for NI
artists
• Offer delegates
packages to
attract
international
delegates
• Articulate the
festival’s strategic
relevance within
the arts sector

Target for 2015
• 8-day Belfast
Children’s Festival
annually in March
(Increase
international
content to 5
countries (outside
UK)
• At least 4 NI artists
presented TYA NI
Showcase
• International
delegates
programme
offered
• Partnerships in
music & visual arts
to support
programming/
visibility/ Growth
of artistic
understanding of
festival

Evaluation/Evidence
• Festival programme
• Data analysis of
ticket sales
• Record of visitors and
feedback
• Registration and
feedback from
international and
making space
delegates
• Media impact

Results
• The 2015 festival
included 155
events both
ticketed and free
for children aged
0-14 years over 8
days in 8 venues
across the city.
• The 2015 festival
delivered five
industry events;
Early Years & the
Arts, TYA NI
Showcase, Future
Proofing the
Sector, The Book
Thing and
Technology & the
Arts.
• Attended by 73
delegates from
Northern Ireland,
Republic of
Ireland, United
Kingdom and
Europe.
• Networking events
with delegates
and industry
professionals
• The 2015 festival
included 4 visual
art/ installations
experiences for
families.
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Objective
To present the
best of local and
international
artists in a variety
of contexts.

Action

Target for 2015

• Develop yearround programme
with clear strands

• More strategic
year-round
provision

• Establish links
between all key
parts of year-round
programme and
festival

• Clear strands with
YAA’s
responsibility
defined.

• Align programme
to target audience

• At least 3 key
projects
showcased in
festival
• Increased
participation from
target audience
groups
• Raised
stakeholder
awareness of
scope of work
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Evaluation/Evidence
• Documented talks,
training and seminars
by video and
photographs
• Attendance at
festival events by key
stakeholders
• Feedback from
stakeholders
• Evidence of
stakeholder
engagement and
support through
social media and
publicity.
• Increased networking
opportunities for
delegates
• Increased
opportunity for local
artists to showcase
their work to
international
audiences

Results
• The festival
included the TYA
NI Showcase with
4 key shows by
local performers.
• Tya Showcase
attended by 22
loal, national &
international
delegates
• Opening
reception, 1x
dinner for TYA, 1x
lunch for TYA, and
several
socials/networking
opportunities
• Networking events
with delegates
and industry
professionals
• TYA NI evaluation
report, plus
additional
documentation
through video and
photographs

Objective
Establish
benchmarks for
programming
excellence

Action
• Research &
explore
international
programming
• Compare YAA
with other
children’s festival
orgs
• Review local
artistic
communities in key
artforms

Target for 2015
• Regular
attendance at
international
events: Director
attends minimum
5 & core staff
minimum 1
international
festival pa
• Build internal
knowledge of
sectors

Evaluation/Evidence
• Written evaluation
• Record of resources
• Documentation of
sessions with teachers
and parents
• Copy of PDF guide
• Audience feedback
(hard copy and
online)
• Festival report
• Record of training
sessions

Results
• Post festival esurvey completed
by people
• on-site feedback
tags completed,
curated to be
child-friendly
• Events staff
provided with
bespoke induction
and training.
Specialist
induction &
briefing on
relaxed perfs
given to venue
staff
• The 2015 festival
programmed a
number of relaxed
performances
designed for
children with
autism and PDF
packs to prepare
parents and
children before
attending the
event
• The 2015 festival
hosted a free,
drop in pop-up art
initiative in
CastleCourt
Shopping Centre
called the Office
of Important Art
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Objective
To ensure that
opportunities
exist for all
children to be
part of arts
experiences.

Action
• Complete informal
review of target
groups/
communities:
schools,
youth/playgroups,
families
• Devise priorities for
the festival
• Devise priorities for
year-round
programme

Target for 2015
• Educ Prog
• Engagement Prog
• Festival
access/outreach
incl at least 1
hardship scheme
pa
• 10% minimum
attendance pa at
festival from areas
of high
deprivation

Evaluation/Evidence
• Data records of
bookings for seminars
• Attendance at
networking events
• Follow-up evaluation
with visiting
delegates and local
artists/industry
representatives

Results
• Young at Art
delivered an
education
programme
supporting 30
schools with
discounted tickets
• A primary and
nursery school
resource were
produced/develo
ped and provided
to participating
teachers .
• Young at Art
visited 24
playgroups and
youth centres in
areas with a low
participation in
the arts through a
discounted
community
ticketing scheme.
• 13% of 2015
festival bookers
came from areas
in NI classified as
‘high deprivation’
(top 10% most
deprived ward
areas in NI)
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Objective
To develop and
maintain
effective
promotional,
marketing and
lobbying
strategies

Action
• Review
stakeholder
analysis and
devise comms
plan accordingly
• Agree partnerships
to implement
marketing plan
• Establish
partnerships with
tourism partners to
increase out-ofstate potential
• Implement
regional marketing
plan to increase
daytrippers
• Devise and
implement media
campaign to
establish key
values based
features coverage
• Maintain yearround presence
and grow prepromotion (Linking
YAA brand to
festival)
• Focus international
promotion on
trade visitors –
delegates rather
than public – to
maximize returns
and peer-to-peer
marketing

Target for 2015
• Written strategy
documents for
2011-2015 and
event specific
action plans
• Attract 5% out-ofstate visitors to
festival
• Attract 50% of
attendees from
outside Belfast
• Grow media
coverage by 10%
on 2014
• Grow social
media presence

Evaluation/Evidence
• Data analysis of
ticket sales
• Monitoring evidence
of impact (media
and economic)
• Growth in online
contacts, signups
and pre-bookings
• Agreements with
media partners

Results
• Our web traffic
increased by 3%
on last year with
17,426 unique
visits.
• #BCF15 witnessed
a 6% increase in email subscribers
with an average
newsletter
opening rate of
33% and click
through of 20%.
• The 2015 festival
increased its
online activity,
widening
audience
opportunities for
engagement and
participation –
through a coordinated social
media campaign
on Facebook /
Twitter.
• As a result #BCF15
increased its
Facebook fans by
8% and recorded
increased web
traffic referrals
from Facebook by
37%.
• Twitter followers
increased by 10%
during #BCF15
tripling the figure
of referrals to the
festival website on
2014.
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Main Partners
Core Funders
Young at Art’s lead core funder is the Arts Council of Northern Ireland which
provides an annual grant towards some of the costs of the core staffing, overheads
and the festival programme. Belfast City Council also support these costs under their
core Multi-Annual Funding Programme while Youth Council of Northern Ireland make
a small but necessary contribution to the core overheads of Young at Art.
Most of the costs of the festival, including any industry programmes, commissions,
artists’ support, education projects and other programmes are financed through
year-on-year fundraising from a range of sources. A total of 40 different sources of
support, directly and indirectly, made the festival possible in 2015.

Project Partners
The festival would not be possible without an array of support from public bodies
and the private sector. Grant-aid from Northern Ireland Tourist Board and
Department for Social Development (under the Belfast Regeneration Office Events
Programme) was key and in 2015, some specific projects were also supported by
Belfast Health Development Unit as part of the Family-Friendly Belfast initiative. The
NI Showcase was supported by the National Lottery Fund through ACNI while The
Book Thing and other industry events were assisted by the input of the Seamus
Heaney Centre for Creative Writing and the Schools of both English and Creative
Arts at Queen’s University Belfast, University of Ulster through the Creative
Development Department and Stranmillis University College. The Exchange
programme was also supported by a small grant from ACNI.
In-kind support was generated through programming partners. Individual artists
raised support from within their own countries for travel support, increasing mobility
and international collaboration. The Showcase represented a significant
collaboration between organisations while companies like Baboro International
Festival and Children’s Books Ireland sourced significant levels of support to present
at the festival.
Vital support for the education and engagement programme came from BBC
Children in Need, Lloyds TSB Foundation, Ulster Garden Villages, the Blackburn Trust,
the Lord and Lady Pilkington Trust, and the Black Santa Fund. Without this, these
programmes couldn’t have happened.

“I was amazed how well thought out it was and it was
obvious the staff were experienced and enthusiastic.
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Corporate Support
Young at Art continued to engage with a combination of public and private sector
partners to deliver the festival. Two notable relationships were acknowledged
through the 2014 Arts & Business Award nominations, namely a sustained partnership
with Paperjam and new partnership with CastleCourt shopping centre. Both of these
partners contributed to the successful delivery of the 2015 festival. Paperjam
offering an invaluable £8k in kind support to deliver a new brand identity and digital
resources and CastleCourt officially sponsoring the main Office of Important Art
programme. On a smaller scale, many local businesses stepped up to offer
substanstial discounting to help the festival meet its needs with a limited budget –
notably Henderson’s Print, McGowan’s and a range of restaurants and caterers in
the city.
Media partners the Belfast Telegraph estimated the final value of their in-kind
sponsorship as £90K (although this is recorded in financial tables as an initial £8k
value), and U105 offered £5K in kind support and helped deliver the organisation’s
Community ticketing scheme with assistance from the Arts & Business Investment
Programme.

Funding Breakdown
The following pie chart illustrates a breakdown of the festival income (distinct from
the core funding of the overheads). In-kind support has only been included where
there is a verifable figure available but it is estimated the actual value is significantly
greater. Earned income is almost 100% box office and charges for participation.

Public funding (core)

In-kind
17%

Earned income
14%

Public funding
(core)
23%

Public funding (project)
Trusts & Charities
Partnership Income (funds
from other orgs)

Sponsorship &
donations
1%

Trusts &
Charities
11%

Public funding
(project)
32%

Sponsorship & donations
Earned income
In-kind

Partnership
Income (funds
from other orgs)
2%
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Evaluation & Audience Feedback
Young at Art continue to evolve evaluation methods through the festival and
conveyed these to core/freelance staff and volunteers through training. Qualitative
feedback from children and adults that attended the festival was captured by
Young at Art through a visually appealing evaluation stand piloted in the previous
festival, allowing anonymous feedback to be displayed in situ at each venue. At
the Office of Important Art, Duncan Ross’ evaluation tree invited children to add
their responses on leaves to the wall. By the end, the tree was in full leaf with
comments written in multiple languages and feedback from a range of events.
Staff did debriefs after each event while the festival team also did some detailed
internal reviews of all aspects – data capture, financial reports, online analytics and
general evaluation.
Feedback was also captured on-line via an online feedback survey. For the first
time, the company ran adult and child surveys with interesting and valuable
responses. All those who provided feedback were automatically entered into a free
draw to win a £100 voucher for stores in CastleCourt Shopping Centre.
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Sample of comments
Constellations - Aracaladanza
‘I thought it was absolutely astounding. The most creative piece I have ever
witnessed! It really opened my mind to new things.’
‘Exquisite production ! Every moment, every detail was amazing, clever, amusing,
uplifting!! Fantastic soundtrack and animation - beautiful performers! WONDERFUL’
Flying Cow - De Stilte
‘Little George told his Daddy he wants to be a DANCER when he grows up.’
‘Full of energy! Left the performance buzzing! Beautiful dancing and movement!
Sensory play was especially enjoyable.’
Narrow - Laika
‘Superb comedic observation. So acute, touching, musical, funny. Perfectly
packaged theatre without compromise for children - + all. Quality in every detail. So
memorable.’
‘Delightful, charming. Really enjoyed it.’
‘Wonderful, imaginative and refreshing.’
Fragile - Onirica Mecanica
‘Absolutely brilliant and insightful and I could go on and on. I love theatre that
speaks to the soul. Thank you!’
TiNY - Replay Theatre Company
‘Full of wonder and engagement for a very delighted baby.’
‘What a magical experience to share with my baby ! Thank you, we feel lucky ! Such
talent.’
The Gift - Cahoots NI
‘That was exquisite amazing, an emotional coaster-ride. Really high production
value.’
‘Mind blowing, intriguing, engaging. A lot to talk on! Hard writing’
‘Interesting, fascinating, very well done. Technically amazing. Well cast. Engaging.
Emmersive.’
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Festival Management
The pre-planning, fundraising and overall management was undertaken by Young
at Art’s full-time Director and General Manager and a newly fulltime Marketing
Officer, augmented by a part-time staff team - Programme Officer, Finance Officer,
Education Officer, and Admin Assistant; and the addition of freelance box office
staff, project support staff, and production staff all coming on board between
December and March. In addition, a range of internships and placements were
assigned over the festival period in marketing, fundraising, event management, as
well as providing admin and event support. This provided a number of young
people with a much-needed opportunity to explore a career and gain new skills.
20 Festival event managers were employed to host performances, events, facilitate
activities and assist the public, assisted by 38 volunteers. Each was trained in
procedures and best practice, ensuring a consistent approach across the company
and delivering a high standard of operational management and customer care.

“The staff as usual are really fab; they encourage the
children to take part and are really approachable.”
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Marketing & Branding
The 2015 festival marketing campaign was rolled out over a three-month period
using a variety of different marketing media. An integrated approach to both online
and offline marketing activity and outdoor advertising was key to the overall
strategy following a re-brand and new website design consolidating the Young at
Art and festival identities.
A variety of high quality print materials including the festival brochure and A5 colour
postcards promoting the festival were produced for public distribution. The unified
Young at Art / Belfast Children’s festival brand allowed us to effectively crosspromote festival events through agency activity including various shopping centre
promotions at CastleCourt and Victoria Square, with a longer lead time in the build
up to the festival.
Print distribution started at the end of November to increase festival/ Young at Art
visibility capitalising on the Christmas footfall into the city. We downsized the size &
content of our print materials this year making the primary call to action to view the
website for more information and avail of a limited early bird ticket offer only
available online. Targeted direct mailings and e-mails to the current customer base
of families, schools and groups were scheduled to disseminate relevant information
and provoke a sales call to action.
The new website and unified social media platforms allowed us to present multimedia content in a more effective and cost-efficient way to create buzz around the
festival. Video and image led content was scheduled to post on the Young at Art
social media channels, designed engage audiences and drive traffic to festival
website and encourage sales/ attendance. The schedule included 9 paid boosted
posts to increase reach and ultimately engage with new online audiences and
introduce them to the festival for the first time.
This year Young at Art revealed the #ToysonTour social media campaign at the
official festival launch at the end of January, forming the foundation of its festival
social media content plan. The campaign sought to creatively engage all festival
stakeholders (venues, artists, staff, audiences, media partners, funders and sponsors)
to help enhance the festival marketing campaign and promote Belfast and NI as a
creative and family –friendly destination. The campaign was very successful
capturing the imagination of many individuals, artists, venues, politicians, media
presenters, public and private sector bodies, major NI visitor attractions and key
players in the hospitality and retail sector.

Belfast-based promotion was supported by a strong PR campaign generating
significant local, regional and national press and media coverage. The aim of the
2015 PR campaign was to broaden awareness of the Belfast Children’s festival,
positioning it as a vital part of a shared society in an all-Ireland content; through a
combination of big picture press demonstrating the value of the festival,
performance specific features and audience development press to broaden the
reach of the festival message. The 2015 campaign noted an increase in interest in
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broadcast media with both UTV and BBC Newsline featuring the festival on the local
evening news.

“It's a real highlight of the year - I always can't wait to see
what's coming”
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Appendices
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Appendix A: Event by event breakdown
EVENT

ARTIST

COUNTR
Y

VENUE

AGE

DURATION

No OF
EVENT
S

Baby Rave

Young at
Art

N.
Ireland

Belfast
Waterfront

0-4
years

60min

4

1402

Niall de
Burca
World
Tales

Belfast
Waterfront

N.
Ireland

Belfast
Waterfront

5+
years

60min perf

2

216

Circus
Workshop

Belfast
Waterfront

N.
Ireland

Belfast
Waterfront

4-5
years

60 min

1

23

Circus
Workshop

Belfast
Waterfront

N.
Ireland

Belfast
Waterfront

6-7
years

60 min

1

14

Comic
Strip
Illustration
Workshop

Belfast
Waterfront

N.
Ireland

Belfast
Waterfront

6+
years

90min

2

30

Children’s
Storywriting
Workshop

Belfast
Waterfront

N.
Ireland

Belfast
Waterfront

6+
years

90 min

1

7

Printing
Press
Workshop

Belfast
Waterfront

N.
Ireland

Belfast
Waterfront

6+
years

60 min

1

14

Three Little
Pigs

Quercus
Ensemble

N.
Ireland

Belfast
Waterfront

5+
years

60 min

1

404

Festival in
a Day
other free
activities

Belfast
Waterfront

N.
Ireland

Belfast
Waterfront

All ages

Day long

?

2,909

Flying Cow

De Stilte

Netherla
nds

MAC
Downstairs

4+
years

50 mins
perf

5

640

1:2s:
Encounter
of 2
dancers

De Stilte

Netherla
nds

Office of
Important
Art,
Castlecourt

4+
years

60 min
perf

1

30

Constellati
ons

Aracalad
anza

Spain

MAC
Downstairs

5+
years

50 min
perf

3

612

Fragile

Onirica
Mecanica

Spain

Naughton
Studio, Lyric
Theatre

8+
years

50 min
perf

3

201

Audience
/Spectator

Particip
ants

Festival in
a Day

Internation
al
Performan
ces
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EVENT

ARTIST

COUNTR
Y

VENUE

AGE

DURATION

No OF
EVENT
S

Audience
/Spectator

Flower

Branar

Republic
of
Ireland

MAC
Upstairs

6+
years

45 min
perf

4

207

Narrow

Laika

Belgium

Naughton
Studio, Lyric
Theatre

6+
years

50 min
perf

4

179

Lullaby

Polka
Theatre
Co

England

Crescent
Arts Centre

9wks –
9mths

30 min
perf

9

89

Happy
Glimmer

FLOP

France

Baby
Grand,
Grand
Opera
House

5+
years

25 min

35

177

Seedhead
Arts

Northern
Ireland

Black Box

8+
years

90 mins

1

140

WiggleGig
gle

Replay
Theatre
Co

Northern
Ireland

MAC
Upstairs

3-5
years

30 min
perf

8

423

TiNY

Replay
Theatre
Co

Northern
Ireland

MAC
Factory

0-12
mths

25 min
perf

9

54

The Gift

Cahoots
NI

Northern
Ireland

Castlecourt

8+
years

70 min
perf

14

382

Katie’s
Bithday
Party

Young at
Art/MaryFrances
Doherty

Northern
Ireland

MAC
Factory

11-12
years

25 min
perf

4

86

Mid-Week
Magic
Club

Seedhead
Arts

Northern
Ireland

The Black
Box

7+
years

60 min

2

93

Food for
Thought
Dinner

Young at
Art

Northern
Ireland

Office of
Important
Art,
Castlecourt

All ages

2 x 120 min

2

77

Dad Time

Young at
Art/Stephe
n Beggs

Northern
Ireland

Office of
Important
Art,
Castlecourt

4-7
years

45 min

2

6

Particip
ants

Music
Performan
ces
PreTeenage
Kicks
Northern
Ireland
Showcase

Interactive
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EVENT

ARTIST

COUNTR
Y

VENUE

AGE

DURATION

No OF
EVENT
S

Culture
Babies

Young at
Art

Northern
Ireland

Office of
Important
Art,
Castlecourt

0-4
years

120 min

1

35

The Book
Clinic

Children’s
Books
Ireland

Northern
Ireland

Office of
Important
Art,
Castlecourt

Day long

1

18

Fighting
Words
Belfast
(Taster
Session)

Young at
Art

Northern
Ireland

Office of
Important
Art,
Castlecourt

60 min

2

15

Meat
Clunk

Golden
Thread
Gallery

Northern
Ireland

Golden
Thread
Gallery

All ages

Day long

8

857

Lullaby
Installation

Polka
Theatre
Co

England

Crescent
Arts Centre

All ages

Day long

8

43

Citizen of
the World

YAA

Northern
Ireland

Office of
Important

All ages

Day long

8

589

Day long

1

Audience
/Spectator

Particip
ants

Exhibitions

Industry
Events
The Book
Thing

Young at
Art

Northern
Ireland

Seamus
Heaney
Centre, QUB

1

39

Early Years
& the Arts

Young at
Art

Northern
Ireland

Crescent Arts
Centre

1

35

Technology
& the Arts

Young at
Art/Ulster
University

Northern
Ireland

Locations
around
Belfast

1

9

Futureproofi
ng the
Sector

Young at
Art/Tony
Reekie

Northern
Ireland
/Scotland

Brian Friel
Theatre, QUB

1

TYA NI
Showcase

Young at
Art/TYA NI

Northern
Ireland

Locations
around
Belfast

Day long

1

22

TYA Dinner

Young at
Art

Northern
Ireland

Belfast

2 hrs

1

40

“Meet the
Artists: De
Stilte Dance
Student
Event

Young at
Art

Northern
Ireland

MAC

1

37

Total
Outputs

Total

152

56

4,905

5,475
Total
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10,380

Appendix B: Audience Analysis
While special emphasis was placed this year on analysing the digital comms needs
of the festival audience, the box office system and effective data capture at many
events produced a coherent picture of where audiences were coming from. As in
2014, the audience came predominantly from Belfast but it was again noted that
this was not at the expense of out of town visitors.
The tables provided are also a not yet complete picture. The ticketing software
available measured by bookers rather than by tickets. As a result, a single booker is
counted once whether they purchased 1 or 100 tickets. In addition, data can only
be captured for ticketed or controlled entry events leading this to be a significant
sample picture rather than the full overview. Within its planning for 2015 – 2018
Young at Art will be looking at how to improve its capture of accurate and usable
data to support evaluation and audience development/growth.
Audiences from the Belfast area made up 75% of those booking (not necessarily 75%
of attendances). Within this there has been an increase in attendance from North
Belfast as a result of the Creative Child programme.

Fig 1: Belfast bookers broken down by district
(% shown as portion of total Belfast attendances only)
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A further review shows that the majority of non-Belfast audiences came from
Northern Ireland with a small but steady percentage of out-of-state visitors remain
from the ROI, UK and Europe generally made up of those attending industry events
rather than families.

Fig 2: Overall % breakdown of bookers
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Appendix C: Media & Online Analysis *
Media Coverage
•
The festival received 86 pieces of editorial in local and national print and
online press, including 14 broadcast features over radio and TV, both BBC Newsline
and UTV news running a piece on the festival, with an estimated AVE of £177,000.
•
The 2015 festival continued a relationship with two media partners, receiving
in-kind support of £90K from the Belfast Telegraph and £5K from U105.

Online Analysis
• Our web traffic increased by 3% on last year with 17,426 unique visits.
• 6% increase in e-mail subscribers with an average newsletter opening rate of
33% and click through of 20%.
• The 2015 festival increased its online activity, widening audience opportunities
for engagement and participation – through a co-ordinated social media
campaign on Facebook / Twitter.
• As a result #BCF15 increased its Facebook fans by 8% and recorded increased
web traffic referrals from Facebook by 37%.
• Twitter followers increased by 10% during #BCF15 tripling the figure of referrals to
the festival website on 2014.

Post-festival E-survey
• 85% of adults said their festival experience positively met or exceeded their
expectations
• 100% of the children and young people in the survey rated the festival 9 or 10
marks out of 10.
• 100% of the children and young people in the survey said they would like to
attend festival events again.
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Appendix D: Print & Promotional Collateral
35,000

Print run of A2 poster folded to DL size leaflet. Professionally distributed
to family friendly venues, retail outlets, cafes, visitor attractions, libraries,
leisure and community centres, cafes, restaurants and hotels across
Belfast city centre and the Greater Belfast surrounding suburbs.

15,000

Promotional Postcards. Distributed generally and to schools in Belfast
area for individual children’s school bags

300

A3 posters (distributed across community & leisure centres. Festival
venues and family-friendly outlets in greater Belfast)

20

A0 posters as above

20

A1 Posters as above

10

Adshel sites:
Antrim Rd o/s 174 (o/w)
Divis Street o/s Nursery (i/w)
Donegall Sq West os The Apartment (P)
Holywood Rd o/s Edwards & Edwards (i/w)
Lisburn Rd opp 427 (o/w)
Newtownards Rd o/s 113 (i/w)
Ravenhill Rd opp Ardenlee Ave (i/w)
Royal Avenue os Gap / Castle Court (P)
Shankill Road opp IMO Car Wash (i/w)
York St adj 12 - 18 (o/w)

6

Outdoor Flags (outside Belfast City Hall/ Cotton Court)

3

Pop up stands used across all pre-promotion sites, shopping centre
promotions and at various temporary festival venues

100

T-shirts worn by all events & festival staff and volunteers

800

Balloons distributed free at promotions and festival sites

6000

Stickers distributed free at promotions and festival sites
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